The clipper ship __ Sark is part of the Maritime Museum in Greenwich
Columbus sailed three ships: the Nina, __, and Santa Maria
RMS __ Mary is thought to be haunted
The __ Gail was the boat featured in the movie The Perfect Storm
HMS Beagle is famous for carrying naturalist Charles __
Sir Francis Drake sailed the __ Hind around the world from 1577-1580
Ernest Shackleton sailed the __ on his Antarctic expedition in 1908
The USS __ Memorial is located in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
Arthur Conan Doyle embellished the myth of the ghost ship Mary __
Then Lieutenant (JG) John F. __ commanded PT 109 in WWII
__-__ is the name of the raft Thor Heyerdahl sailed in 1947
The Battle of the __ and the Virginia took place in March 1862
The USS Enterprise was the first __-powered aircraft carrier
HMS __ was Lord Nelson's flag ship at the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805
In 1941 Churchill ordered the Royal Navy to sink this German ship
The Flying __ is probably the most famous ghost ship
Former spy ship The Glomar __ is now a deep-sea drilling platform
The USS __ was the site of Japan's official surrender of WWII
SS Edmund Fitzgerald sank in Lake __ in 1975 with all hands
The RMS __ was the only ship to answer the Titanic's distress call
The USS Constitution is better known as "Old __"
Mauretania was the sister ship of the __ which was torpedoed in 1915
The Pilgrims' famous ship that landed at Plymouth Rock
George __ sailed the HMS Discovery, exploring the Pacific Northwest
The Titanic, Britannic and Olympic were sister ships of the __ __ Line
HMS __ was Captain Cook's ship of choice for his 2nd & 3rd voyages
This oil tanker crashed in Prince Edward Sound in 1989
After sinking in 1945, the crew of the USS __ waited 5 days for rescue